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Fitch Fuel Catalyst FHD Power Generation Series
For Reduction of Fuel Consumption and Green House 

Gases in Steam Boilers, Turbines and Generators



Reformulating all fuel types

No maintenance for lighter fuel

Minimum maintenance for heavy fuels

No moving parts

Easy to install

Excellent results with various fuel types

Cetane number is increased

Improves lubricity

No significant pressure loss

Increase Efficiency – Immediate savings

Provides Positive R.O.I. 

usually in less than one year

Overview
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Plant in Mexico one side with Catalyst 
another side without – Visible difference.



Insures fuel quality during storage

Improves diesel (cetane & lubricity)

Improves engine performance (horsepower & torque)

Reduces fuel consumption (3– 15 percent) 

Reduces emissions (cleaner burn)

Lowers soot content in the lubricating oil 

Reduces carbon build-up in combustion chamber

Minimizes injector and fuel system maintenance

Minimizes exhaust system maintenance 

Benefits

Diesel Fuel DF2 Sample Taken From Storage Tank
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Application Range
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Steam Boilers

Generators

Turbines
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The Fitch Fuel Catalyst reformulates gasoline, diesel, fuel oil causing the reformulated fuels to 
produce more energy during combustion than these fuels otherwise would. It is a true catalyst 
which by definition causes one or more chemical reactions but does not participate in them. 
Because it doesn't participate in the reaction, unlike additives, it is not consumed in the reaction 
and thus lasts for years after initial installation. The Fitch Fuel Catalyst also has no moving parts 
and is thus maintenance free.

Because the Fitch Fuel Catalyst causes more complete combustion it also reduces pollution and 
toxic emissions in the form of greenhouse gases, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, particulates and 
soot. When combustion is complete and 100 percent of the potential energy is extracted from the 
fuel the byproducts of combustion are carbon dioxide (CO2), water (H2O) and nitrogen (N). Toxic 
emissions such as greenhouse gases are a byproduct of incomplete combustion. Because the Fitch 
Fuel Catalyst causes more complete combustion these toxic emissions are reduced substantially. 
Maintenance costs and unscheduled downtime are also significantly reduced because of reduced 
carbon build up.

Operating Principle

The experiments were done in real time. They are fast and reproducible. Experiments were performed at 

atmospheric P (unusual for mas spectrometry) and are state-of-the-art (there are only about 150 total articles 

on DART in the literature). Data for aromatics, xylene show ring decomposition, olefin formation and coupling.
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Operating Principle

These are good for cumbustion and can couple to form higher molecular weight species. The 
average molecular weight of the resultant species is not reduced to a level of low energy content.

Different hydrocarbons behave differently with the catalysts. For mixtures of straight chains or 
cyclic hydrocarbons oxygen can be incorporated into the hydrocarbons to form oxygents. Oxygents 
like ethanol (left) and MTBE (right) are well known to enhance combustion.

Fitch Fuel Catalyst C Premotes Removal of H and Formation of Olefins 
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Technical Specifications

Die-cast aluminum head

Steel bowl assembly

Viton “O” ring seal

Wide range of NPT threads

Black powder coated components

“Locking ring collar” – no V -clamps

Designed to withstand 150 PSI

∆P ( Delta P) pressure drop maximum 1.5 PSI

Maximum temperature with Viton “O” ring

437F/225C Manual drain valve

Manual vent valve

Warranted for 10,000 operating hours

High pressure units available upon request
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Fuel Flow Capabilities per Model

*  Smaller units for lower fuel flow requirements available

Fuel Treatment Rate 
Part GPM LPM GPM LPM 

FHD-5-19-1.5 5            19          4           13          
FHD-10-38-1.5 10          38          7           26          
FHD-15-57-1.5 15          57          11          40          
FHD-20-76-1.5 20          76          14          53          
FHD-25-95-1.5 25          95          18          66          
FHD-30-114-2 30          114        21          79          
FHD-40-151-2 40          151        28          106        
FHD-50-189-2 50          189        35          132        
FHD-60-227-2 60          227        42          159        
FHD-70-265-2 70          265        49          185        
FHD-80-303-2 80          303        56          212        
FHD-90-341-2 90          341        63          238        
FHD100-379-2 100        379        70          265        
FHD110-416-2 110        416        77          291        
FHD120-454-3 120        454        84          318        

DIESEL/ FUEL OIL HEAVY OIL

Technical Specifications
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Installation Instructions Example

Provide shut-off valves in the inlet and outlet piping as close to the unit 
as possible for isolating the unit from the system when cartridge 
replacement is necessary. 
Connect the housing into the piping system with a minimum number of 
turns and fittings, pipe dope and Teflon tape especially on the inlet side. 
Provide room for the housing to clear the cartridge during change-out. 
2 inch base clearance required. 

NOTE: It is recommended that the vent and drain valves be opened on a scheduled basis to permit the 
escape of entrapped air and accumulated water. Since there are no moving parts, maintenance is limited to 
an occasional rinsing of the cartridge using light fuel oil or detergent. This should be done in accordance 
with filter changes especially in heavy fuel oil. 
Note: The head gasket should be carefully inspected for signs of damage or deterioration each time the 
housing is opened. We recommend the gasket be lubricated with petroleum jelly prior to installation. 

Installations - Remove the housing protectors from the inlet and outlet 
connections. Make certain that connections are free of any debris. 

Important: Ensure that a fuel filter is always placed before the Fitch 
Fuel Catalyst unit. Be sure to correctly identify the inlet and outlet 
connections to avoid piping the unit backwards. The unit will not 
perform properly if connections are reversed. 

Core Cleaning or Replacement Procedures 
Caution: Use only non-sparking tools when performing any maintenance or service work on this equipment. 
1. Close the inlet and outlet isolation valves to isolate the filter from the system.
2. Open the drain valve on the housing bottom; allow all fluid to drain from the unit.
3. Open the vent valve on the cover of the housing; allow the unit to thoroughly 

vent before opening the cover.
4. Loosen the 4 knobs attaching the head to the housing flange. 
5. Remove the head gasket and clean.
6. Flush the interior of the housing with clean, processed, filtered product or a suitable solvent. 

A non metallic bristle brush will help to remove caked-on debris. Rinse the housing and unit cover 
with a clean solvent and dry with soft, lint-free wiping cloths. 

Operation and Service 
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FH-25 Sample Diagram
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Be apart of a selective group of companies that are business leaders not
business followers and get "competitive edge" by implementing our technology

Sample Customers
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Sample Implementations & Testimonials
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Tri-Marine Soltuna Tuna Cannery April 2016

Mexico 1,200 MW Power Plant

4.2% Fuel Savings Heavy Fuel Oil
With 20 Burners

4 % Improvement
Test Fuel: Bunker C – Heavy Fuel Oil
Test Engine: Wartsila 6L 32 - output of 2.3MW
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Sample Implementations & Testimonials

10 CAT Engines

Indonesian 260 MW Power Plant

Plant using Heavy Fuel Oil

4.8% Fuel Savings

Heating Unit 6.8% savings

5% Fuel Savings

Sumatra Power Plant

Indonesia36 MW Turbine Power Plant

5.8% Fuel Savings


